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If S is a closed connected nonconvex locally compact and bounded subset of a
real normed linear space or a closed connected nonconvex and bounded subset of
a real reflexive Banach space, then ker S=[cl conv Sz : z # D & reg S], where
reg S denotes the set of regular points of S, D is a relatively open subset of S con-
taining the set lnc S of local nonconvexity points of S, and Sz=[s # S : z is visible
from s via S]. An analogous intersection formula, with the set sph S of spherical
points of S in place of reg S is shown to hold for a closed connected nonconvex and
bounded subset S of a real Banach space which is uniformly convex and uniformly
smooth. If the assumption of boundedness of S is dropped, then in all specified set-
tings the above representations hold with intersections of conv Sz in place of
cl conv Sz . This strengthens and complements results of Borwein and Strojwas,
Stavrakas, and the author. Finally, the possibility of generating similar intersection
formulae in other configuration set-space is discussed.  2000 Academic Press
Key Words: starshaped set; kernel; regular, spherical and local nonconvexity
point; intersection formulae.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let S be a nonempty closed subset of a real normed linear space X.
A point x is visible from a point y via S if and only if the closed line segment
[x, y] lies in S. For z in S, we define the set Sz=[s # S : z is visible from
s via S]. S is starshaped if and only if there is some point p in S such that
p sees via S each point of S, and the set of all such points p is denoted by
ker S and called the kernel of S. A point s in S is called a point of local con-
vexity (lc point) of S if and only if there is some neighbourhood N of s in
X such that S & N is convex. If S fails to be locally convex at q, then q is
called a point of local nonconvexity (lnc point) of S. For a closed subset H
of X, a point s in S & H is called an H-lc (H-lnc) point of S if and only if
S & H is locally convex (locally nonconvex) at s. Following [19, Defini-
tion 6.4], a point s in S is called a regular point (reg point) of S if and only
if there exists a closed halfspace in X which has s in its bounding closed
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hyperplane and contains all points visible from s via S. Regular points are
called cone points in [3]. If X is smooth, then, following [6], a point s in
S is called a spherical point (sph point) of S if and only if there exists in
the complement of S, tS, some open ball with s lying on its boundary.
The sets of lc, lnc, reg, and sph points of S will be denoted by lc S, lnc S,
reg S, and sph S, respectively. Of course, S=lc S _ lnc S and sph Sreg S.
For a point x in S we define the contingent cone to S at x by KS(x)=
V # N(b) *>0 0<t<* [t&1(S&x)+V], the Clarke tangent cone to S at
x by TS(x) = V # N (b) C # N(x), *>0 0<t<*, x$ # S & C[t&1(S&x$) + V ],
and the pseudocontingent cone to S at x by PS(x)=cl conv KS(x) [1,
Definition 1.1; 11, Sect. 2.4], where N(a) denotes the collection of all
neighbourhoods of a. Geometrically, KS(x) is the set of all points y such
that for every V # N(b) and every *>0, (x+(0, *)( y+V )) & S{<. If
RS(x) denotes one of these approximating cones, then, following [2,
Definition 1.3], we call x an R-proper point of S if and only if RS(x){X.
For nonempty subsets A and B of X, we define their distance by
dist(A, B)=inf[&x& y& : x # A, y # B], and for ‘>0 the parallel set A‘=
[x # X : dist(x, A)<‘]. If A and B are convex and bounded, then their
Hausdorff distance is defined in a standard way [19, Definition 3.10]. For
a in X and =>0, B(a, =) and S(a, =) will denote, respectively, the open ball
and the sphere with centre a and radius =. Finally, R(x, y) and (xy) will
represent the closed halfline emanating from x through y{x and the
straight line determined by x and y, respectively. The reader is referred to
[11, 12, 15, and 19] for machinery employed in the paper.
In connection with one of central theorems of combinatorial geometry
due to Krasnosel’skii [19, Theorem 6.17], various representations of ker S
in terms of intersections of convex hulls of certain visibility sets associated
with boundary points of S have been studied by many authors. Using the
proximal analysis Borwein and Strojwas proved in [2, Corollary 4.1] that
for a nonempty proper closed subset S of a real reflexive Banach space
ker S=[cl conv Sz : z # reg S]. An alternative proof of this formula has
recently been given by Stavrakas in [18, Corollary 4] via a technical renorm-
ing theorem. Working independently, in [6, Corollary 2.4] the author
established this formula for a nonempty proper closed and locally compact
subset S of a real normed linear space, and in [6, Corollary 2.6] he proved
it for a nonempty proper closed subset of a real uniformly convex and
uniformly smooth Banach space, with reg S replaced by sph S. In an earlier
paper [17], Stavrakas proved that for a compact connected nonconvex
subset S of a real Banach space ker S=[cl conv Sz : z # D], where D is a
relatively open subset of S containing lnc S. As stated in the abstract, we
obtain in the present paper common strengthenings of these results in case
of S bounded as well as their variants if S is allowed to be unbounded. The
latter complements [6, Theorem 3.1]. The main tool is the local version of
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the Krasnosel’skii separation lemma established here in a reflexive Banach
space (cf. [6, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5] for the remaining settings). Two inde-
pendent approaches of Borwein and Strojwas [2, 3] and Stavrakas [18]
are adapted for comparison purposes. The reader is referred to [710] for
other general representations of ker S in infinite dimensions.
2. LEMMAS
The main purpose of this section is to prove the local version of
Krasnosel’skii’s separation lemma in a real reflexive Banach space. This
will be done via proximal analysis approach due to Borwein and Strojwas
and, independently, via renorming approach due to Stavrakas. None of
them is simple or immediately accessible. We start with the local version of
[2, Theorem 2.1].
Lemma 2.1. Let S be a closed subset of a real Banach space X and p, s
distinct points in X, s # S. If s is a boundary point of S & [ p, s] relative to
[ p, s], then in every neighbourhood of s there is a point z of S such that
p  KS(z)+z.
Proof. Select arbitrarily an open ball B(s, =) at s to show the existence
of z in this ball. By assumption, there is a point q # ( p, s) & B(s, =)tS, so
that also some 0<$0<= such that q+$0 B 0 B(s, =)tS, where B 0 is the
closed unit ball in X at the origin. Take 0<$<$0 and consider the closed
set D=S & ([q, s]+$B 0)B(s, =). Let us apply Ekeland’s variational
principle [13, Theorem 1.1; 14, Theorem 1] (cf. its local version formulated
in [20]) to the functional x [ &x& p& defined on D. Fix a number
0<+<1. Then there exists in D a point z, depending on +, such that for
all x in D we have &x& p&&z& p&&+ &x&z&. Furthermore, for some
arbitrarily small 0<*<1 and 0<$$<$ we have z+(0, *)( p&z+$$B 0)
[q, s]+$B 0 . Now fix a number 0<$"<min[$$, 1&+1++ &z& p&]. We claim
that (z+(0, *)( p&z+$"B 0)) & D=<. Suppose not and denote by x0 a
point in this intersection. This means that for some 0<&<* we have
x0&z&&( p&z) # &$"B 0 implying &x0&z&& &z& p&+&$" and &x0& p&
(1&&) &z& p&+&$". On the other hand, the condition x0 # D yields
&x0& p&&z& p&&+ &x0&z&. Combining the last three inequalities, we
obtain (1&&) &z& p&+&$"&z& p&&+ &x0&z&(1&+&) &z& p&&+&$"
leading to (1&+) &z& p&$"(1++), which is contradictory with the
choice of $". From the choice of 0<$"<$$ and the definition of D, we infer
(z+(0, *)( p&z+$"B 0)) & S=<, i.e., in particular p  KS(z)+z, as
desired. K
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Now for further use we recall a renorming lemma due to Stavrakas [18,
Theorem 4].
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a real Banach space whose norm & }& is such that
X and X$ are locally uniformly convex, and for each fixed &x&>1 define
T(x, & }&)=[v # S(b, 1) : Hv & R(b, x)=<], where Hv denotes any hyper-
plane supporting S(b, 1) at v. For all /, ’>0 there exist ‘>0 and a locally
uniformly convex and strongly differentiable renorm & }&1 such that &x&1>1,
and for each v # (T(x, & }&1))‘ & S1(b, 1) with H 1v & R(b, x){< we have
&H 1v & R(b, x)&1’ and the Hausdorff distance between S(b, 1) and S1(b, 1)
is smaller than / in each of the norms & }& and & }&1 .
Here is the main result of this section.
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a closed subset of a real reflexive Banach space X
and p, s distinct points in X, s # S. If s is a boundary point of S & [ p, s]
relative to [ p, s], then in every neighbourhood of s there is a regular point
z of S such that p  cl conv Sz .
First Proof. We use the proximal analysis. By Lemma 2.1, in every
neighbourhood N of s there is a point z0 of S such that p  KS(z0)+z0 .
But it is well known [1, Proposition 1.1; 2; 11, Sect. 2.4] that TS(z0)
KS(z0), whence also p  TS(z0)+z0 . Furthermore, by [2, Theorem 4.1],
d limz 
S
z0
inf(PS(z)+z)TS(z0)+z0 , so that using a representation of the
discrete limit inferior [2, (3.25)] we obtain that p  $>0 z # z0+$B 0
(PS(z)+z), where B 0 is the closed unit ball at b . This immediately implies
the existence of a point z in S arbitrarily close to z0 , hence lying in N, for
which p  PS(z)+z. Finally, we conclude that z must be a P-proper point
of S, so that also a regular point of S, since the set of points of S visible
via S from z is contained in PS(z)+z (cf. [3, Definition 5.4]). The first
proof is therefore complete. K
Second Proof. Here, we adapt the idea of [18, Theorem 5]. A thorough
reexamination of that global version is necessary, because it appears as
if the author forgot that beginning with [18, (20)] his basically correct
argument should hold with a renorm which offers considerable additional
difficulties. We try to keep his notation wherever possible.
Suppose a priori that a renorm is given on X such that X and X$ are
simultaneously locally uniformly convex and strongly differentiable [12,
Chap. VII, Sect. 4.A; 15, Sect. 26.11]. Select =>0 arbitrarily small such that
p  cl B(s, =). By assumption, there are a point q # ( p, s) and a number &>0
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such that cl B(q, 2&)B(s, =4)tS. Thus in particular &< =8 . Without loss of
generality, assume that q coincides with the origin. For some M>1,
[ p] _ B(s, =)B( b , M2 ). Now put /=min[
=
4& ,
1
2M], ’=
4M
& , and x= p in
Lemma 2.2. Then, rescaling it, there exist ‘$=‘&>0, where ‘ is the con-
stant provided by Lemma 2.2, and a locally uniformly convex and strongly
differentiable renorm & }&1 on X with the properties that for each v #
(T&( p, & }&1))‘$ & S1( b , &) either H 1v & R( b , p)=< or &H 1v & R( b , p)&1’&
=4M, where T&( p, & }&1)=[v # S1( b , &) : H 1v & R( b , p)=<], and the
Hausdorff distance between S( b , &) and S1( b , &) is smaller than /&=
min[ =4 ,
&
2M] in each of the norms & }& and & }&1 . Here, for brevity, H
1
v
denotes the hyperplane supporting S1( b , &) at v. Then in particular
B1( b , &)(B( b , &))=4 (B(s, =4))=4=B(s,
=
2).
Define a number %=sup[0;<1 : dist1(cl B1(;s, &), S)>0] and a
set T=0;% cl B1(;s, &). Since (B1( b , &))&3=B1( b , 4&3 )=
4
3B1( b , &)
4
3 (B( b , &))&2=
4
3B( b ,
3&
2 )=B( b , 2&)tS, we have %>0. Furthermore,
dist1(S1(%s, &), S)=0 and %s is the point of [ b , s] closest to b for which this
holds true. Now let T =%s+T&( p, & }&1) and A =%s+A&( p, & }&1), where
A&( p, & }&1) = [v # S1( b , &) : H 1v & R( b , p){<]. Then S1(%s, &)=T _ A .
Lau’s nearest point theorem [1, Corollary 5.8; 16, Theorem 4] implies the
existence of a sequence of points [ri]i=1 , r i  %s, and a sequence of scalars
[$i]i=1 , $i  &, such that for each i there is in S a point wi nearest to ri
with respect to & }&1 . Next, observe that B( b , &)B(s, =4) implies B(%s, &)
B(s, =4), so that B1(%s, &)(B(%s, &))=4 (B(s,
=
4))=4=B(s,
=
2). Hence,
without loss of generality we can assume in the sequel that wi # B(s, =) for
all i1. Let Li denote the unique hyperplane supporting B1(ri , $ i) at w i
and L+i the closed halfspace in X determined by Li and not containing ri .
We have cl conv Swi L
+
i for all i1. Define a sequence of points zi=
%s+(wi&r i) &$i and a sequence of hyperplanes Hi=Li+(w i&r i) &$i+
%s&wi parallel to Li . Immediately, H i is a hyperplane supporting B1(%s, &)
at zi . Besides, &wi&zi&1  0 and dist1(Hi , Li)  0. Of course, [zi]i=1
T _ A . We shall distinguish two cases.
Let first A contain a subsequence [zi(n)]n=1 of [zi]

i=1 . Then
dist1([zi(n)]n=1 , S)=0. We claim that a subsequence of [dist1(zi(n) , T )]

n=1
must converge to 0. Suppose not and let P denote boundary points of T
not in T whose supporting hyperplanes are parallel to ( b p). Then
bdry T=A&( p, & }&1) _ P _ T . Since dist1([zi(n)]n=1 , S)=0 and int T & S
=<, we have that dist1([zi(n)]n=1 , bdry T)=0. But we have assumed
that dist1([z i(n)]n=1 , T )>0 and, in view of %>0, dist1([zi(n)]

n=1 ,
A&( p, & }&1))>0, so that dist1([zi(n)]n=1 , P)=0. But dist1([zi(n)]

n=1 , S)
=0, so that dist1([ pn]n=1 , S)=0 for some sequence [ pn]

n=1P with
dist1( pn , zi(n))=0. This implies that dist1([ pn]n=1 , T )>0 which con-
tradicts the definition of %. Without loss of generality, assume thus that
dist1(zi(n) , T )  0. For some integer J>0 we have [zi(n)]n=JT ‘$ . But
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[ p] _ B(s, =)  B( b , M2 ) =
M
2&B( b , &) 
M
2& (B1( b , &))&2M=B1( b ,
M
2 (1+
1
2M))
B1( b , M ), Hi(n) supports B1(%s, &) at zi(n) , Hi(n)&%s supports B1( b , &) at
zi(n)&%s # (T&( p, & }&1))‘$ for nJ, so that, by the inequality derived at the
beginning, &(Hi(n)&%s) & R( b , p)&14M for nJ and, in consequence,
&Hi(n) & R( b , p)&13M because &%s&1<&s&1<M. Furthermore, Hi(n) is
parallel to Li(n) and dist1(Hi(n) , L i(n))  0, so that there exists an integer
J$J such that &Li(n) & R( b , p)&12M for all nJ$ and cl conv Swi (n) 
L+i(n) . This however means that if x # L
+
i(n) & R( b , p) for some mJ$, then
&x&12M. Since &p&1<M, we have p  L+i(n) & R( b , p) for nJ$ and it is
enough to take z=wi(J$) # B(s, =) to fulfill the condition p  cl conv Sz .
In turn, let T contain a subsequence [zi(n)]n=1 of [zi]

i=1 . But
T =%s+T&( p, & }&1), so that it follows from the definition of T&( p, & }&1)
that p  H +i(n) , where H
+
i(n) is the closed halfspace determined by H i(n) and
not containing %s. For all n1, dist1( p, H i(n))>&, cl conv Swi (n) L
+
i(n) ,
Hi(n) is parallel to Li(n) and dist1(H i(n) , Li(n))  0, so that there exists an
integer J">0 such that for nJ" we have p  L+i(n) . This however yields a
point z=w i(J") which lies in B(s, =) and has the required property.
This completes the second proof. K
From Lemma 2.3 it follows the following density result for regular points
in the reflexive Banach space (cf. [6, Lemma 2.2; 10, Corollary 2.2]).
Corollary 2.4. If S is a proper closed subset of a real reflexive Banach
space, then reg S is a set everywhere dense in bdry S.
Furthermore, Lemma 2.3 can be incorporated into the argument in [6,
Lemma 2.8] (cf. also [10, Lemma 2.3]) to establish the following technical
result useful in Section 3.
Lemma 2.5. Let S be a closed connected nonconvex subset of a real
reflexive Banach space, let x # z # D & reg S cl conv Sz , where D is a relatively
open subset of S containing lnc S, and let [a, b]S. If points x, a, b are
noncollinear, then there exists a number $>0 such that S & conv[x, a, b] &
y # [a, b] B( y, $) consists exclusively of conv[x, a, b]-lc points of S. Hence,
if, in addition, [u, a]S for some point u # [x, a), then conv[u, a, b]S.
3. MAIN RESULTS
The following theorem strengthens and complements [2, Corollary 4.1;
17; 18, Corollary 4; 6].
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Theorem 3.1. Let S be a closed connected nonconvex locally compact
and bounded subset of a real normed linear space or a closed connected non-
convex and bounded subset of a real reflexive Banach space, then
ker S= ,
z # D & reg S
cl conv Sz ,
where D is a relatively open subset of S containing lnc S. If S is a closed con-
nected nonconvex and bounded subset of a real Banach space which is
uniformly convex and uniformly smooth, then this formula holds with reg S
replaced by sph S.
If the assumption of boundedness of S is dropped, then this holds with
intersections of conv Sz in place of cl conv Sz .
Proof. We establish the case of S bounded. By Lemma 2.3 and [6,
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5], the local versions of Krasnosel’skii’s separation
lemma hold in all three specified settings, so that, using Lemma 2.5,
Corollary 2.4 and [6, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.8], we can treat all cases together.
We establish the only nontrivial inclusion z # T cl conv Sz ker S, where T
stands for D & reg S or D & sph S, respectively. The argument follows word
for word the lines of [10, Theorem 3.1], so that it is only outlined here.
Select any point p # z # T cl conv Sz and any point s # T, p{s, in order to
prove first that [ p, s]S. It must be [s, t]S for some point t # [ p, s)
since otherwise Lemma 2.3 or [6, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5] would imply the
existence of a point z in T with p  cl conv Sz which is contradictory. If
t= p, then we are done, thus let [s, t] be the longest proper subsegment of
[ p, s] lying in S. Then t must be an lc point of S, since otherwise the just
invoked lemmas would lead to an extension of [s, t] in S beyond t, con-
tradicting the choice of t. Hence, let Ut be a convex neighbourhood of t
such that S & Ut is convex. Suppose without loss of generality that t is
the origin of the space. Since S is bounded, S:Ut for some :>0. Let
M=min[ 12 ,
1
:+1]. Reasoning as in [10, Theorem 3.1] we obtain that
[ b , Mp]S which means that we produced in S a subsegment [Mp, s] of
[ p, s] longer than [t, s], which is contradictory. Hence, it must be
[ p, s]S, as required. Now select in S an arbitrary point a{ p. By
[5, Lemma 2.3], [w, a]S for some lnc point w of S. By Corollary 2.4 or
[6, Lemma 2.2], w is in the closure of T, so that, by virtue of the above
argument, [ p, w]S. Hence, [ p, w] _ [w, a]S and Lemma 2.5 or
[6, Lemma 2.8] implies in the only nontrivial case when p, w, a are non-
collinear, that [ p, a]S. Consequently, p # ker S, finishing the proof of the
first assertion.
If the assumption of S bounded is dropped, then in two of three specified
settings the result is covered by [6, Theorem 3.1]. But, using lemmas
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developed in Section 2, that reasoning can be word for word repeated also
in case of the real reflexive Banach space, so the proof is complete. K
We include also the following strengthening of Krasnosel’skii’s com-
binatorial theorem in the reflexive Banach space [3, Theorem 5.3; 18,
Corollary 3] (cf. [10, Proposition 3.2]).
Proposition 3.2. Let S be a closed connected nonconvex subset of a real
reflexive Banach space, K a bounded subset of S and D a relatively open sub-
set of S containing lnc S. If every finite subset of D & reg S is visible via S
from a common point of K, then S is starshaped relative to a point of cl K.
Proof. The argument is a repetition of [10, Proposition 3.2], so that it
is only outlined here. Consider the family F=[cl K & Sz : z # D & reg S].
Since cl K is closed and bounded, hence weakly compact, F consists of
weakly compact subsets of cl K which have the finite intersection property,
so that there is a point p # z # D & reg S (cl K & Sz). Since, by Corollary 2.4,
reg S is a set everywhere dense in bdry S and S is closed, we have
p # z # D & bdry S Sz . Select any point t in S and using [5, Lemma 2.3; 6,
Theorem 3.1] show as in [10, Proposition 3.2] that [ p, t]S. This
implies desired p # cl K & ker S. K
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
At least two comments should have been made. Various representations
of the kernel of a closed starshaped set S in terms of intersections of convex
hulls or closed convex hulls of visibility sets of selected boundary points
of S in real normed linear spaces X have been established in the present
paper and previously in [2, Corollary 4.1; 6, Corollaries 2.4 and 2.6; 10,
Theorem 3.1; 17; 18, Corollary 4]. It is immediately clear that each time
some restrictions had to be imposed either on S or on X that the inter-
section formulae for ker S hold true. Three unrelated settings have been
specified in Theorem 3.1 but the proof follows the same lines in each of
them. It seems therefore important to point out some common basic results
on which it depends. Comparing only [6] and the present paper we see
that at the source of all discussed representations lies a local variant of
Krasnosel’skii’s separation lemmaLemma 2.3 and [6, Lemmas 2.3 and
2.5]. The possibility of proving such a variant involves some geometric-
topological restrictions on S and X, and we observe that further
strengthenings of them are not necessary. These variants imply almost all
which is needed for the proof, namely the density of sets reg S or sph S
Corollary 2.4 and [6, Lemma 2.2] as well as a ‘‘triangle lemma’’
Lemma 2.5 and [6, Lemma 2.8]. The topological rest employed in the
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proof consists of two perfectly general results, Tietze’s theorem [19,
Theorem 4.4] and the visibility of every point of S from some lnc point via
S [5, Lemma 2.3]. Consequently, if a new variant of local Krasnosel’skii’s
separation lemma were established for a set S in a space X, then automati-
cally the obtained representations of ker S would hold for such a pair.
By Milman’s theorem [15, Section 26.6.(4)], every uniformly convex
Banach space is reflexive, so that one might suspect that two of three cases
considered in Theorem 3.1 are somehow related. A question may arise if
the validity of the main intersection formula for ker S in a uniformly con-
vex and uniformly smooth Banach space can be deduced from its validity
in a reflexive Banach space. Let sph& }& S denote the set of spherical points
of S with respect to a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth norm & }&.
Of course, sph& }& S is contained in the set of P-proper points of S and
this last one in reg S. The first proof of Lemma 2.3 produces a P-proper
point z, so that it is enough to show that in general z need not be
spherical. Consider the following planar set S=[(x, y) # R2 : y0] _
n=0 [(&1, 0), (xn , yn)], where xn=&12
2n+1, yn=(- 22n&1&2n) 22n+1.
Easily, (xn , yn) # S((0, &12n+1), 12n+1) and limn   ( ynxn )=0 which
means that PS((0, 0))=[(x, y) # R2 : y0], i.e., (0, 0) is the P-proper
point of S. However, it is not spherical, because every ball
B((0, &r), r)(r>0) contains all points (xn , yn) with indices satisfying
2n+1>r. On the other hand, the second proof of Lemma 2.3 produces a
spherical point z but & }& is replaced by a smooth renorm & }&1 . That
sph& }& S and sph& }&1 S may be completely different, show already simple
planar examples. Consequently, Theorem 3.1 deals with three unrelated
situations.
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